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Figure 1: Attacking Local Feature Matching. Original image and its perturbed version
using our novel adversarial noise. The decline in SURF [3] feature matching is 92.07%
(1463 matches with original-original and 116 with perturbed-original) with little perceptual
change.

Abstract

Adversarial examples have exposed the weakness of deep networks. Careful modifi-
cation of the input fools the network completely. Little work has been done to expose the
weakness of handcrafted features in adversarial settings. In this work, we propose novel
adversarial perturbations for handcrafted features. Pixel level analysis of handcrafted fea-
tures reveals simple modifications which considerably degrade their performance. These
perturbations generalize over different features, viewpoint and illumination changes. We
demonstrate successful attack on several well known pipelines (SLAM, visual odometry,
SfM etc.). Extensive evaluation is presented on multiple public benchmarks.

1 Introduction
Is there any domain where deep features are not the best performers? Surprisingly image
registration is one area where handcrafted features still outperform these data driven features
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[40]. Perhaps the lack of appropriate training data is the reason behind this anomalous lag.
Labeling interest points is much more tedious than labeling objects, e.g., there can be more
than thousand interest points on a single image as compared to thousand object instances in
the entire dataset.

Recently there has been a surge in adversarial examples generation that fool these deep
systems. These adversarial examples can have either imperceptible changes [19] or blatant
editing [7] of input for tricking DNNs. Although blatant, this editing appears harmless, e.g.,
a black patch somewhere far from the object of interest. Ironically, the stock example used
to advocate the gravity of this weakness is where autonomous car misinterprets stop sign for
high speed (50 kmph) area [31]. Visual odometry is the fundamental method used by moving
agents to estimate their location. This method relies on handcrafted features. This raises the
question whether such weakness exists for these handcrafted features? This work is focused
on investigating the existence of such adversarial examples for handcrafted features.

One way to approach this challenge is to understand the adversarial example genera-
tion process for DNNs. The key ingredient, in the deep adversarial example recipe, is the
end-to-end differentiability of DNN [46]. This sound analytical formulation makes adver-
sarial example generation appear real simple, i.e., change the input slightly so that the output
decision of DNN changes. On the other hand, handcrafted features, as the name suggests,
comprise of functioning heuristics and well thought out discrete steps that have evolved over
decades [3, 30, 34]. The pipeline for interest points includes gradient calculation for cor-
ner detection, orientation assignment, and scale calculation for invariant matching. Gradient
calculation involves thresholding to find significant gradient. Orientation is determined by
quantizing the gradients into fixed number of angles. Scale is determined by searching over
discrete scale-space pyramid. These discrete steps indicate that this pipeline will not have
the end-to-end differentiability.

A nonlinear process maps the input to output in case of DNN. Therefore, the deep
pipeline amplifies slight change in input to totally different output. On the contrary, the
interest points pipeline works with direct pixel values, e.g., edge is a simple difference be-
tween two neighbouring pixels. Is it possible to slightly modify the pixels and get totally
different output for interest points?

In this work, we share pixel level insights that expose weaknesses of these handcrafted
pipelines. The simplest case of image registration, i.e., no scale, illumination or view changes
is shown in Figure 1. The image is registered with itself. As expected large number of
features match. We add our novel perturbation to the image and match the original image
with the same image perturbed with our novel adversarial noise. Even for this simple case
of image registration, the number of matches significantly reduces.

Following are the contributions of our work:

1. This work is the first attempt, to the best of our knowledge, to demonstrate adversarial
examples for handcrafted features in context of natural scenes.

2. Our adversarial noise generalizes over different local features, viewpoints and illumi-
nations with varying degree of success.

3. We demonstrate successful attacks on well known image registration, structure-from-
motion (SfM), SLAM and loop-closing pipelines with varying degree of success.

Our novel perturbation scheme helps in censoring personal images. An image should
only be used for the intended purpose and nothing more [11]. Imagine the implications if
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an image, uploaded on social websites, is registered with a stored database (Google maps)
to find its location. Using our novel method, the owner of digital content can reduce the
chances of such privacy violations. Furthermore, our novel perturbation scheme does not
considerably affect image perceptual quality keeping its likeability [25] and interesting-ness
[20] intact.

2 Related Work
The concern of adversarial examples was raised in machine learning and robotics community
as a theoretical exercise when it was successfully demonstrated that deep neural networks
can be deceived with a small perturbation in digital images [5, 19, 28, 37, 46]. It was reported
that these adversarial examples do not pose a threat to autonomous systems owing to their
rigid viewpoint and scale matching requirements [31]. This was quickly overruled when
adversarial examples for physical-world were proposed in the form of adversarial patch [7],
adversarial stickers resembling graffiti [12] and printed adversarial images [26]. Adversarial
examples for 3D-printed physical objects have also been presented which are robust to view-
point changes and can be misclassified from every viewpoint nearly 100% of the time [1].
Most recent work on adversarial examples is focused on generating adversarial examples
entirely from scratch using GANs [44], integrating locality constraints into the optimiza-
tion equation [41], creating black-box adversarial attack which does not require access to
classifier gradients [24], and using parametric lightning and image geometry to design ad-
versarial attack for deep features [29]. Strategies to defend against such adversarial attacks
are proposed in [9, 32, 39, 42, 43].

Before the arms race (adversarial attacks vs robust deep networks) started, the most com-
mon example of adversarial attacks on vision revolved around CAPTCHAs [35]. Written
text was distorted by adding clutter (occluding lines) and random transformations (rotation,
warping) so that contemporary text detectors fail to read the text [48]. Early CAPTCHA
solvers were able to detect text reliably even under adversarial clutter using pattern matching
(object detection) techniques [35]. Face spoofing was another attack on classic vision sys-
tems [6]. These attacks on classic vision systems involved changing the input considerably.
Imperceptibility was not the goal. Our attack on traditional local features requires as little
modification in input image as possible.

The work closest to ours comes from perceptual ad blocking [14] where discrete noise
has been added to deceive SIFT [30] features. This has been done on a very small patch of
the image (containing The AdChoices Logo) to deceive ad-blocking algorithms. Our work
is considerably different from this work. We have proposed perturbations that generalize
over viewpoint and illumination changes and work for different local features. Furthermore,
small logos contain few local features as compared to natural scenes we are attacking.

3 Pixel Level Insight into Handcrafted Features
What happens to handcrafted features if the pixel at which the feature is detected and its
neighboring pixels are perturbed? The answer is tricky as it all depends on pixels around
the patch that is being perturbed. The feature may completely vanish from original location
and its surroundings. This is termed as successful attack on feature detector. However,
the feature may also be displaced by a few pixels from original location after perturbations.
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This is considered as unsuccessful attack on detector because the feature is still being de-
tected (albeit a few pixels displaced). This, however, does not mean perturbations have not
affected the feature. The power of handcrafted features lie in their descriptors which are
used to match these features. To analyze the effectiveness of perturbations in such situations
we estimated the outlier free matches (correspondences) using fundamental matrix / epipolar
line check involving RANSAC [13, 22]. A successful attack on descriptor is established
if a feature displaced due to perturbations fails to match with original feature. An unsuc-
cessful attack is the one where feature is detected (either at the same pixel or displaced)
and matched successfully. Pixel level insight into all these categories is provided in Figure 2
for Harris [21] corners after addition of Gaussian blur and P2P perturbations (P2P and other
perturbations are explained in Section 4). Because of the discrete nature of handcrafted fea-
tures, it is difficult to predict the effect of perturbations on handcrafted features. Inspired by
this pixel level insight into handcrafted features, we designed various discrete perturbations
to successfully affect handcrafted features.
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Figure 2: Pixel level insight. Pixel at which corner is detected is colored green. Takeaway
from this insight is, with our adversarial noise, the corner is either removed (successful detec-
tor attack) or its descriptor corrupted (successful descriptor attack) with little visual change
for the naked eye. Note that for our best perturbation, successful detector and descriptor
attack on Harris constitutes 99% of corners.

4 Formulating the Adversarial Perturbations

We divide our adversarial perturbation schemes into three groups: Gaussian blur, inpainted
perturbations, and discrete perturbations. Each scheme is discussed separately.

4.1 Gaussian Blur

Almost all of the handcrafted features utilize image gradients in one way or the other. Any
smoothing filter discretely applied at locations of detected features may disturb the local
gradients and therefore the features. Our first perturbation, therefore, is Gaussian blur of
various kernel sizes and sigma values applied at locations of features. Our experimental
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results show that Gaussian blur drastically degrades image quality and fails to significantly
deceive most of the features.

4.2 Inpainted Perturbations
Image inpainting [4] methods fill the holes in the image using the context and produce real-
istic results. We leverage this technique to produce adversarial yet imperceptible noise.

4.2.1 Average Squared Mask (ASM) Perturbation: ASM is applied in two steps (Fig-
ure 3a). Firstly, the fixed region (3×3, 5×5) around the detected feature is averaged to
remove the corner just like Gaussian blur. Secondly, inpainting is deployed to refill the aver-
aged pixels. This results in perceptually original looking patch while having minute changes
affecting the local feature as shown in the results.

4.2.2 Dominant Direction (DD) Perturbation for SURF: Instead of a rectangular re-
gion (3×3, 5×5), we tried greedy approach of adding perturbations along the dominant di-
rection of SURF features and its perpendicular direction (Figure 3b), followed by inpainting
to refill perturbed regions. Each pixel lying along the cross sign within the patch is replaced
with white pixel before using inpainting.
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Figure 3: Our novel adversarial perturbation schemes.

4.3 Discrete Perturbations
Instead of modifying the image regions in a black box manner we developed few pertur-
bations that rely on local averaging. This averaging significantly affects the local gradients
while keeping the distortion low.

4.3.1 Pixel-2-Pixel (P2P) Perturbation: P2P perturbations are designed to affect every
pixel of the patch (3×3, 5×5) around the feature location. Each pixel of a fixed sized patch,
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around the feature location, is replaced with the average of two pixels: its neighbors in
previous row and previous column (Figure 3c) as given in Equation 1. It must be noted
that during P2P perturbations, edge pixels of the patch are replaced by the average of pixels
outside the patch. This arrangement ensures no sharp edge is generated at the boundary of
the patch after perturbations. Pixels are modified sequentially starting from the top left.

pi, j =
pi, j−1 + pi−1, j

2
(1)

4.3.2 Pixel-2-Pixel-Scattered (PPS) Perturbation: The scattered P2P perturbation rou-
tine modifies every other pixel (along horizontal and vertical axis) within the patch instead of
modifying its every pixel (dark pixels in Figure 3d). This scattered nature of the perturbation
keeps the quality degradation in image to a low level. We have used simple averaging of nine
pixels, i.e., dark pixels in Figure 3d are replaced by the average of 3×3 neighbourhood.

4.3.3 Block-2-Block (B2B) Perturbation: Block-2-Block scheme, is a greedy approach,
which generates perturbation at coarser block level instead of pixel level (Figure 3e). The
perturbation scheme is as follows: 1) A patch of 3×3 around each feature is divided into
four overlapping blocks as shown in Figure 3e. 2) The decision to perturb a pixel is taken
at block level. Sum of all four pixels in each block is evaluated and block with highest sum
is considered as reference block that will not be perturbed. Sum of pixels in each block is
compared with the reference block, and only those blocks are perturbed whose difference is
greater than a threshold. This can result in one, two or all three blocks (except the reference
block) as candidates to undergo perturbations. 3) Once a block is selected as a candidate
to undergo perturbation, we replace each pixel of the block with the average of its three
neighboring pixels outside the block (Figure 3e). Note that since blocks are overlapping, one
pixel may undergo perturbation more than once.

4.3.4 Scale-specific Perturbation for SURF: SURF are scale-invariant features and ad-
ditionally provide scale at which a keypoint is detected. This scale information can be uti-
lized for designing a perturbation to deceive SURF features. In scale-specific perturbation,
the kernel size of ASM, P2P and PPS perturbations is linked with scale of keypoints which
is divided into three categories: 1) For keypoints with scale less than 5, a 5×5 kernel is used,
2) for keypoints with scale between 5 and 10, a 7×7 kernel is used, and 3) for keypoints with
scale greater than 10, a 9×9 kernel is used. This constitutes a scale-specific perturbation
with kernel sizes (5×5)-(7×7)-(9×9) for three scale categories. We have also tested for two
other schemes of kernel sizes i.e. for (7×7)-(9×9)-(11×11) and (9×9)-(11×11)-(13×13).

5 Experimental Results

We show the effectiveness of our adversarial noise on robust image registration and various
publicly available pipelines. We report results on two competing indicators, i.e., pipeline
degradation and image perceptual quality degradation. We use two metrics to ascertain the
perceptual quality degradation after perturbations 1) structural similarity index (SSIM) [47],
and 2) peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [8]. Higher value of these metrics means good
image perceptual quality. These two image quality metrics are considered benchmark for
digital content [23]. Image registration results are reported on recent HPatches dataset [2]
which contains 116 different environments with large viewpoint and illumination changes.
We have used videos from RGB-D TUM benchmark [45] for sequential/multiview pipelines.
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Table 1: Results for Gaussian Blur, ASM, P2P, DD, PPS and B2B perturbations on HPatches
dataset. Resilience of SURF features (PFMD boldfaced) against adversarial attacks stands
out.

Gaussian Blur (σ = 1) Average Squared Mask (ASM)

Kernel Size: 15×15 Kernel Size: 25×25 Kernel Size: 3×3 Kernel Size: 5×5

Features PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB)

Harris [21] 92.37 95.8 33.59 92.30 94.97 33.35 98.52 92.86 31.16 99.40 90.79 29.11
FAST [38] 92.47 96.25 34.56 92.89 95.32 34.18 99.37 92.43 30.99 99.59 90.51 29.30
BRISK [27] 94.01 97.13 36.12 94.25 95.80 34.54 95.83 91.93 30.52 98.42 89.07 27.91
MSER [33] 78.49 97.83 36.65 82.58 95.94 34.52 92.27 96.00 34.44 95.53 95.17 32.60
SURF [3] 63.59 96.38 34.38 69.47 94.33 34.47 63.62 94.27 33.29 68.06 93.81 32.69

Pixel-2-Pixel (P2P) Dominant Direction (DD)

Kernel Size: 3×3 Kernel Size: 5×5 Kernel Size: 11×11 Kernel Size: 15×15

Features PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB)

Harris [21] 98.27 97.30 31.77 99.40 92.41 26.48 – – – – – –
FAST [38] 98.69 96.91 32.37 99.59 92.58 27.47 – – – – – –
BRISK [27] 95.64 96.09 31.22 98.89 90.74 26.11 – – – – – –
MSER [33] 70.31 99.52 40.26 88.52 98.38 34.43 – – – – – –
SURF [3] 41.75 99.28 40.19 75.47 97.40 33.71 70.68 93.57 32.53 73.10 93.42 32.34

Pixel-2-Pixel Scattered (PPS) Block-2-Block (B2B)

Threshold: 3×3 Kernel Size: 5×5 Threshold = 50 Threshold = 20

Features PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB)

Harris [21] 91.44 98.96 36.23 80.80 99.18 38.95 92.94 98.77 35.51 95.90 98.47 34.56
FAST [38] 94.37 98.79 36.76 93.61 99.03 39.63 87.23 98.46 35.95 94.87 98.05 34.75
BRISK [27] 90.16 98.47 35.48 82.71 98.82 38.61 84.69 98.20 35.10 91.89 97.66 33.75
MSER [33] 58.63 99.76 43.53 56.28 99.77 45.32 47.00 99.82 44.94 57.28 99.75 43.25
SURF [3] 25.00 99.64 44.55 65.85 98.14 35.64 19.16 99.79 45.17 25.59 99.68 43.75

Code to reproduce experimental results is available 1.

5.1 Feature Matching Decline
Our experimental strategy includes outlier free correspondences calculation, using robust
fundamental matrix calculation, before and after adding perturbations. We evaluate percent-
age feature matching decline (PFMD) after perturbation using the following equation,

PFMD =
Moo−Mop

Moo
×100%,

where Moo is the number of feature matches between an image with itself, and Mop is the
number of feature matches between the image and its perturbed version. For all the local
interest point approaches discussed below, e.g., Harris etc., we have used MATLAB’s inbuilt
routines for the detector and the corresponding descriptor. The same applies for thresholds
involving the fundamental matrix/epipolar line test [13, 22].

5.1.1 Perturbations at Single Scale: Results for Gaussian blur, ASM, DD, P2P, PPS and
B2B perturbations are reported in Table 1 for two mask sizes. It can be seen that significant
number of features are being deceived with the addition of perturbations. Since the scale of
features (in case of SURF) is ignored, SURF features are not significantly deceived at single
scale perturbations.

5.1.2 Scale-specific Perturbations for SURF: Adding scale-specific perturbations for
SURF, outlined in Section 4.3, significantly degrades its performance for various noises

1https://github.com/zohaibali-pk/Adversarial-Noises-for-Handcrafted_Features
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Table 2: Results for scale-specific perturbations for SURF features. It can be seen that more than 97% SURF features can be

deceived if we can allow some image quality degradation (88% SSIM).

Scale scheme: (5×5)-(7×7)-(9×9) Scale scheme: (7×7)-(9×9)-(11×11) Scale scheme: (9×9)-(11×11)-(13×13)

Perturbation PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB) PFMD(%) SSIM(%) PSNR(dB)

ASM 82.64 92.72 31.35 94.03 90.12 28.87 97.16 86.16 26.57

P2P 75.93 97.32 33.59 93.20 93.45 28.64 97.44 88.30 25.11

PPS 27.89 99.52 42.96 66.90 97.75 34.93 88.28 93.66 29.30
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Figure 4: Confusion matrix illustrating cross feature generalization of our adversarial
perturbation. This data is generated after taking into account slight change in view-
point/illumination (1-3 of HPatches dataset). The robustness of scale-specific attack using
P2P scheme is evident. Dark color indicates successful attack.

(ASM, P2P and PPS) as shown in Table 2.
5.1.3 Generalization of our Adversarial Perturbation: Figure 4 shows results, in the

form of confusion matrix, where perturbations are added at one feature location (e.g. SURF)
and the effect on other features is evaluated. It can be seen that scale-specific P2P per-
turbations added to SURF features, have the best generalization, as they deceives all the
handcrafted features considered.

5.1.4 Generalization over Viewpoint and Illumination Changes:
Figure 5 indicates significant decline in features matching across viewpoints and illumi-

nation changes.
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Figure 5: Generalization over Viewpoint & Illumination Changes. No. of feature matches
between an image pair (x-y). For the perturbed version, noise is added in x only. There are
six different viewpoints/illuminations per scene in Hpatches dataset. It can be seen that scale-
specific P2P perturbation is effective when matching with viewpoint/illumination changes.
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Figure 6: Attacking Dense Visual Odometry & SLAM. (Left) Trajectories generated by
SVO 2.0 with original and perturbed videos (x3 Scenes). Difference in trajectories caused
by perturbations is evident. (Right) Loop-closure failure in ORB-SLAM.

Table 3: Attacking Dense Visual Odometry. Drift generated by P2P perturbations on SVO
2.0

Dataset No. of Videos Min. Traj. Error Max. Traj. Error Avg. Traj. Error

RGB-D TUM 12 0.45 m 12.21 m 2.54 m

Own Videos 2 3.31 m 4.67 m 3.99 m

5.2 Attacking Well Known Pipelines

The success of attacks from the last section may vary by tweaking various parameters. In
this section we show the effectiveness of our adversarial noise on publicly available pipelines.
Scale-specific P2P perturbation is used for the following tests.

5.2.1 Visual Odometry/SLAM: For a given video sequence, instead of perturbing every
frame, we perturbed alternate batches of 12 consecutive frames with adversarial noise. Even
with this sparse sampling dense visual odometry (SVO 2.0 [15]) shows visible drift (Figure
6 and Table 3). We have used the benchmark presented in [45] for calculating trajectory
errors. Note that SVO 2.0 utilizes the entire image instead of the extracted features. Even
than our adversarial noise affects its performance. Similar attack on SLAM (ORB-SLAM
[36]) was more severe as it failed to even initialize or lost tracking within seconds with
perturbed videos.

5.2.2 Loop Closure in SLAM:
We sampled videos from the RGB-D TUM benchmark [45] that include loop closures

(Table 4). ORB-SLAM managed to close the loop on only a subset of these videos with-
out the adversarial noise. Therefore, we gathered few additional videos and verified ORB-
SLAM’s loop closure. For attacking the loop closure specifically, we added noise in frames
neighbouring the loop closing frame. ORB-SLAM’s loop closure fails 100% of times (Fig-
ure 6 and Table 4). For further inspection we sampled these video sequences. The sampled
frames included the initial frame and the neighbourhood around the original loop closing
frame via manual inspection. Without noise, two publicly available loop closing pipelines,
i.e., DBoW [18] and FAB-MAP [10], selected the correct match (out of 29 frames) for the
initial frame. After perturbing this best matching frame only, both the pipelines show degra-
dation in its rank and matching score considerably (Table 4). This degradation means incor-
rect frame has been selected as the best match.

5.2.3 3D Reconstruction: We provide qualitative results of attacking the dense recon-
struction pipeline, i.e., CMVS [16, 17]. For this attack, we added the noise to all frames.
Figure 7 shows significant degradation in 3D reconstructed scene after perturbation. Note
that this pipeline is based on SIFT. This affirms the generalizing ability of our adversarial
noise.
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Table 4: Attacking Loop Closing Pipelines. Results for loop-closure (LC) routines after
adding P2P perturbations. LCF: Loop-closure failure after perturbations. PMSD: Percentage
matching score decline of the best match. APD: Average position downgrade of the best
match. Best match is the top ranked match of the reference image before adding perturbation.
Its matching score declines after perturbing it. Furthermore, it falls in the ranking of best
matches (out of 29 images) of the reference image.

ORB-SLAM [36] DBoW [18] FAB-MAP [10]

Dataset Avail. LC Succ. LC LCF No. of

Videos

PMSD APD No. of

Videos

PMSD APD

RGBD-TUM 12 3 100% 15 36.30% 9 15 83.08% 16

Own Videos 5 5 100% 5 26.58 14 5 82.02% 17

Reconstructed with original images Reconstructed with original images Reconstructed with original images Reconstructed with original images Reconstructed with original images Reconstructed with original images

Zoomed patch (original) Zoomed patch (perturbed) Zoomed patches. Original (left) 
perturbed (right)

Zoomed patches. Original (left) 
perturbed (right)

Zoomed patches. Original (left) 
perturbed (right)

Zoomed patches. Original (left) 
perturbed (right)

Before After Before After Before After

Figure 7: Attacking Dense 3D Reconstruction. 3D scene reconstructed from original and
P2P perturbed images using CMVS. The areas where reconstruction failed due to perturba-
tion are highlighted.

6 Conclusion

In this work we have shown for the first time that robust local features are not as robust in
the adversarial domain. Our novel method helps in generating less privileged digital content.
This makes it harder to register the images with a stored database using local hand crafted
features. This opens few exciting avenues for future research. Is it possible to extend the
attacks on local handcrafted features in the physical world? Is it possible to generate a
targeted attack on local features, forcing unrelated images to match? How does this noise
affect the DNNs? How does deep adversarial noise affects handcrafted features?
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